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UNIQ chair is the perfect combination of the two basic 

materials : wood and metal. The wood reflects a traditio-

nal picture and the metal is giving a modern touch and 

lightness.

Uniq chair can be personalized also by using different 

types of metal for the back depending the environment 

and the use of it. 

It’s the perfect example of the Italian handicraft tradition.

UNIQ
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8095 UNIQ Massive beechwood frame, seat beechwood with coushion.

8084 UNIQ Massive beechwood frame, seat massive beechwood.

8090 UNIQ Massive beechwood frame, seat massive beechwood.
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8085 UNIQ h82 cm  
massive ashwood frame, 
seat ashwood with  
coushion. 8080 UNIQ Massive beechwood frame, seat massive beechwood.

8080 UNIQ Frame beech stained wenge, seat beech stained wenge with coushion. 

8083 UNIQ Stainless steel swivel base, beech stained walnut seat with cushion.
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8080 UNIQ Massive beechwood frame, seat massive beechwood. 

495 TAVOLO Frame beechwood, laminate top.

8080 UNIQ Frame beech stained 
wenge, seat beech stained wenge 
with coushion. 8080 UNIQ Frame beech stained 

walnut, seat beech stained walnut.

8081 UNIQ Massive beechwood 
frame, seat massive beechwood.

8081 UNIQ Frame beechwood, 
seat beech stained wenge with 
coushion.

8082 UNIQ Seat massive 
beechwood.
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INNA
Chair suitable for contract use, resistent with different 

shell types: plastic / wood padded.
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8070 INNA Massive ash frame, plastic shell.
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8070 INNA Natural beech frame, laminate shell. 

495 TAVOLO Laminate top.

8071 INNA Massive bechwood 
frame, plastic shell.

8072 INNA Metal frame, plastic shell.

8073 INNA Metal frame with 
natural beech, plastic shell.
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8070 INNA Massive maple frame, maple shell, seat 
with cushion.

8070 INNA Massive walnut frame, natural walnut 
shell, seat with cushion.

8070 INNA Massive walnut frame, padded shell with 
ecoleather.

8079 INNA Massive ash 
frame, laminate shell, 
seat with leather cushion.

8079 INNA Massive ash stained 
wenge frame, padded leather 
shell 3 cm.
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8071 INNA Natural beech frame, laminate shell. 

8071 INNA Natural beech 
frame,padded shell with 
ecoleather.

8071 INNA Natural beech 
frame, acrylic shell with 
bamboo.

8071 INNA Frame with na-
tural beech, shell padded 
with regenerated leather.
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8074 INNA Chrome frame, 
laminate shell.

8074 INNA Stainless steel 
frame, laminate shell with 
cuschion.

8074 INNA Titanium chrome frame, shell in 
zebrano / aluminum.

8075 INNA Frame stainles steel with massive 
oak, plastic shell. 

435 TAVOLO Laminate top

8076 INNA Massive ash 
frame, laminate shell.

8077 INNA Chrome 
frame, laminate shell.

8074 INNA Stainless steel 
frame, padded shell with 
ecoleather.
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MALI’s design presents a series of comfortable chairs 

and stools characterized from seats and backs coated 

by choice with leather or fabric, and finishes for the base 

that can be painted or chromed.

MALI
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8040 MALI Massive oak frame, 
oak shell padded with leather.

8040 MALI Massive 
oak frame, beechwood 
stained wenge shell, 
padded with leather.

8040 MALI Massive beechwood stained walnut frame, beechwood 
stained walnut shell, padded with leather.

8041 MALI Massive ash frame, beechwood shell,  
padded with fabric/ ecoleather.
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8041 MALI Massive walnut frame, 
walnut shell, padded with ecoleather.

912 MALI Stainless steel, swivel base, walnut 
shell, padded leather with crocodile stamp.

912 MALI Becchwood stained wenge shell, padded 
with leather. 

469 TAVOLO Chromed frame, laminate top.

914 MALI Chair with metal legs, 
beechwood shell, padded with 
ecoleather / fabric.

917 MALI Lacquered shell, 
padded with ecoleather.
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916 MALI Chair with conical 
metal legs, beechwood shell, 
padded with ecoleather / fabric.

911 MALI Swivel stool, 
becchwood stained 
wenge shell, padded 
with leather.

912 MALI Adjustable height 
with gas system, walnut shell, 
padded with ecoleather.
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